No. RRVUNL/KSTPSACE(MM)/SPOM-II/AEN-III/F-14039  D. 1379  Dt. 17.07.18

NIB/BID EXTENSION NOTICE

Subject: Extension of NIB/Bid against TN-14039 for Annual Rate Contract for refilling of CO2 cylinders and cartridges for Fire Fighting wing at KSTPS, Kota

The bid submission date along with DDs against EMD and Tender cost of UBN No. RVU1819GSOB00669; NIB No. RVU1819A0684 against TN-14039 for Annual Rate Contract for refilling of CO2 cylinders and cartridges for Fire Fighting wing at KSTPS, Kota is hereby extended up to dated 01.08.18 ; 3.00 PM and shall be opened on 02.08.18 ; 3.30 PM.
This bears the approval of the competent authority.

RVUN/PR_3100_A/2018

(V.K.GOLANI)
ADDL. CHIEF ENGINEER (KSTPS)
KSTPS,RVUNL,KOTA